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“So Helen, you still listen to your parents and forget that poor boy in the
country.”

“That guy is born to be poor. This is gone, luck is hard to get a piece of
emperor green, this has not been covered. I was robbed by someone
when I was warm. One or two billion just flew away.”

“You said this kind of person, if you follow him, you can have a good life
in the future?” I’ve been poor and humble all my life, and I can’t hold my
head up in front of others for the rest of my life.”

“Moreover, what’s even more annoying is that the country boy doesn’t
know how to cherish you.”

“This kind of useless husband, don’t kick it for another, you still keep it.
What are you doing?” Downstairs, Susie couldn’t help but persuade
Helen Qiu.



Susie has always had no affection for Mark. Now that she learned that
Mark had agreed to divorce Helen Qiu last night, she was naturally
happy and persuaded Helen Qiu to leave her quickly.

Helen Qiu didn’t speak, her mood still depressed.

But it was about to go to work, and she could not delay work because of
personal matters, so she went upstairs to change clothes and prepare to
go to the company.

After Helen Qiu returned home, she was naturally unavoidable from her
parents’ harshness.

“You Nizi, you are getting more and more disliked.”

“I didn’t return all night, and I didn’t answer the phone. Did you know that
Jerom didn’t sleep all night and Man Wrilfill was looking for you. I was
afraid that you would leave. What’s the matter?” … “Helen, it was not
your uncle who said you. Jerom’s condition is not good, people really like
you. Uncle can pat your chest here to assure you that if you missed it
today Such a good man, you will definitely regret it in the future~”
“Cherish the moment~” …. “Helen, even if Mark did not commit a crime,
he is not worthy of you.”

“You must divorce him today. Then by the way, together with Jerom, I got
the certificate.”

……



The ears were full of parental harassment, Sherry Han and others all
persuaded each other, Han Hai and Alina and his daughter also urged
Helen Qiu to order this matter quickly.

“Enough!” “Can you keep me quiet for a while.”

Helen Qiu finally couldn’t help it. The 817aa5ea that had been held in
her heart for a few days broke out in an instant.

“Don’t talk any more, I promise. I promised you can’t do it?” “I will go to
the Civil Affairs Bureau tomorrow, and I will divorce Mark tomorrow.”

“You should be satisfied now?” Helen Qiu’s brows flushed, and her eyes
flushed. Sherry Han and others shouted.

Then he went back to the room to change his clothes, and left without
looking back.

Behind him, only Sherry Han and others were helpless and cursed.

…… “This Nizi, we are spoiled by us~” “It seems to have been wronged.”

“You are the one who is married to a good family, and it is not you who
enjoy the blessing?” “The older you are, the less you know. It’s good or
bad.”

“Can you be a parent?” In the room, Sherry Han and others felt helpless
and angry.



However, in life, there are too many parents like Sherry Han who do
harm to their children in the name of being good to their children.

No one knows how Helen Qiu came here this day.

Seeing that it was evening, it was getting closer and closer to the agreed
dinner time.

Mark also started rushing towards The Twinfill at this time.

He didn’t let Ericson send a car to pick him up, he was not very far away,
just walked over by himself.

The Twinfill is located in the center of Wrilfill.

It is now time to get off work, the road is full of people, and Mark is
walking slowly among the crowd.

However, before taking a few steps, Mark’s brows suddenly frowned.

He stopped and looked around.
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However, before taking a few steps, Mark’s brows suddenly frowned.

He stopped and looked around.
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There were crowds of people coming home from get off work
everywhere, and many vehicles on the road were jammed together, and
the horns rang loudly.

The entire urban area is like a pot of boiling water, noisy and noisy.

Mark glanced around, and then continued to walk forward.

But the ominous feeling in my heart became more intense.

“Hillboy, go to death!” Sure enough, there was a roaring roar suddenly
behind him.

Afterwards, a big bald man jumped out from nowhere, holding a dagger
in his hand and stabbed Mark fiercely behind him.

The movement here naturally caused people around to scream.

For a while, a small-scale riot occurred in the area near Mark.

Many passers-by fled in horror, but some people kindly reminded Mark.



“Boy, stay away~” Boom~ Just in the midst of everyone’s horror,
everyone saw that the thin figure in front, when faced with the sudden
attack, looked like eyes long behind, and stepped on his left foot. Dang
Even avoided the stabbed dagger.

Then Mark leaped into the air, kicking the bald man behind him again
with a thunderous momentum.

After Mark landed, he could see who was attacking him. At that time,
Mark smiled, put his hands in his pockets, and said condescendingly:
“Who am I? It turns out to be the remnant of Diyang Jewelry.”

Unexpectedly, there are even fish that slipped through the net.”

Mark shook his head and smiled, with a calm look.

He originally thought he was the killer sent by the Chu family, but after a
long time, he was just a little bastard.

Yes, the big man in front of him was the scar face that had previously
snatched the jade rough from Terrisa Qiu’s hands.

When Diyang Jewelry was involved in an accident, Scar Man was
recovering from his injuries in the hospital. After receiving timely news,
he ran through the window of the hospital.

“Boy, my brothers were arrested because of you. You won’t let us get
better, and I won’t let you get better. Today I have to kill you so much!”



Scar man got up from the ground, his eyes full of humming. , Shouting at
Mark.

After that, he continued to stab Mark with the knife.

When Mark saw this, he shook his head and whispered: “It’s kind of
loyal.”

“It’s just a pity. This loyalty is used in the wrong place.”

With a chuckle, the short knife in Scar Man’s hand had reached Mark,
Mark drew sideways, and then turned around to hit Scar Man’s arm, and
the broken blade flew into the air even if it was hit by Mark.

In the end, Mark kicked out again, and the Scar Man fell to the ground.

At this time, the short knife that had been hit before fell from the air,
impartially, and the blade was inserted into the thigh of the man with
Scar.

With a scream, blood flowed out immediately.

Upon seeing this, Mark shook his head and smiled.

This guy is really self-inflicted.

“Stop!” “Raise your hand!” The Scar Man was already disabled, and
Mark was about to call the police to leave. But who ever thought that



there was a policeman passing by, he got off the car and asked Mark to
raise his hand.

“Comrade police, I am a victim, okay, can you…”

Mark was about to explain, but when he turned his head and saw the
ferocious policewoman in front of him, Mark could not help but cursed
directly, “Ciao, It’s you again!” “What are you doing on the bar with me?”
Mark was full of black lines at the time.

He did not expect that the person in front of him was Ren Han again.

It’s simply, the ghost will never go away!
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After seeing Ren Han, Mark ignored him, turned his head and left.

If this kind of stubborn woman gets entangled with her, I’m afraid it won’t
be necessary for dinner tonight.

“You stop!” “Having a knife to hurt someone, you still want to leave
without going?” “Advise you to get in the car honestly and take a
transcript with me in the bureau.”

… “Frankly be lenient, resist Strictly!” “You stop me~” …..

Behind him, Ren Han’s angry shouts have been heard.

But Mark never paid attention, turning a deaf ear.

But that Ren Han was like a tarsus maggot, and he wouldn’t let Mark go
at all.

He even called a colleague for support, and at the same time drove to
catch up with him, blocking Mark’s path and not letting Mark go.

“Damn, it’s endless, right?” Mark was also anxious, and asked Ren Han
coldly.

Ren Han was not afraid, and bluntly retorted: “It is my responsibility to
catch criminals and maintain social stability. You are suspected of
injuring others with weapons, you must go back with me!” “Well, you are
great, I am afraid of you. , I’ll get into the car with you.”



Mark opened the door and got into Ren Han’s car without saying a word.

This simple appearance made Ren Han very surprised.

Why is this guy suddenly so conscious?

However, after Ren Han was stunned for a moment, he got into the car
and prepared to take Mark back to the branch to make notes.

However, who could have imagined that as soon as Ren Han got in the
car, he was pulled in front of him by Mark, pressed the dead woman
under him, reached out and hit Ren Han’s round buttocks fiercely.

“Clay figurines have three points of anger too!” “I really think Mark is
really bullying, right?” “Twice to find me trouble, today I don’t teach you,
why I don’t believe in Ye!” Mark is obviously by Ren Han When I was
angry, I slapped and drank angrily.

Again and again, not three times, Ren Han this woman wronged herself
not once or twice, this time Mark was also anxious, and directly began to
teach her.

To deal with this kind of woman, you can’t be soft-hearted, don’t hurt her,
she doesn’t have a long memory at all.

All this happened too suddenly.

Before Ren Han could react, his buttocks had already been “devil
hands”!



Ren Han was stunned at the time, his brain was blank.

She never thought that Mark would dare to spank her ass?

Her father had never beaten him like this!

“you..

You bastard?

“Rogue!”

“Shameless person~” “I tried it with you!”

Ren Han only felt a huge sense of shame in his heart. Because of the
grievance, a mist of water appeared in her beautiful eyes. She
screamed, struggling violently, and soon fought with Mark. Following the
two of them Ren Han’s car trembled for a while. At this time, Ren Han’s
colleagues finally came to support. “Huh?

“Strange, this is what the Ren team said, right?



“Why can’t you see people?”

They looked around and searched. At this time, someone had sharp
eyes and recognized Ren Han’s car. “Look, isn’t that Ren Han’s car?”

“Go, go and take a look!”

“Ren Han’s colleague immediately walked over and got closer, only to
realize that the car was moving. “Strange?

“What the hell is Ren’s team doing, why does this car tremble by itself?”

“In doubt, these colleagues of Ren Han didn’t think much about it. They
walked over and opened the door directly, and then asked: “Team Ren,
the gangster you are talking about is…in…”

However, the one who opened the door In an instant, these colleagues
were stunned. When they came to their mouths, they stopped abruptly
because of shock. Everyone’s eyes widened and their pupils shrank. I
saw inside the car, always cold and majestic, with thorny roses. The
so-called Ren team is pressing a man under his body, his clothes are
disheveled, and they can even see a piece of snow under Ren Han’s
collar and heavy breathing. At this time, the two men are in the car…..
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The next moment, with only a bang, the car door was closed
immediately.

These colleagues of Ren Han didn’t seem to have seen it, and turned
away without saying a word, but everyone had an inexplicable meaning
on their faces.

At this time, their hearts were stunned, no wonder the car moved by
itself.

However, the appointment of the team is the appointment of the team,
and this kind of thing is also in the upper position.

Domineering women are different.

However, the man who can conquer the team is even better!

In the car, Ren Han and the two were still fighting.

Mark wanted to teach this woman a little bit, but he didn’t expect that
Ren Han was going crazy in the end. He couldn’t help struggling and
even used his mouth.

“Damn!” “Shut up~” “You really bite!” ……. Mark pushed away Ren Han,
a stubborn woman, and then quickly opened the car door and left, but on
his arm, it was already left. A neat row of tooth prints.

This woman is really ruthless!



“a*shole!” “Don’t go, stop for me.”

….

Ren Han’s roar faintly heard behind him, Mark ran away without looking
back.

He soon disappeared from Ren Han’s sight.

On the street, the disheveled Ren Han was completely mad, almost
mad.

She touched her still painful buttocks, and she became even more
embarrassed. She was gnashing her teeth and her beautiful eyes almost
burst into flames.

If the eyes can kill people, it is estimated that in front of Ren Han, there
is already a sea of   blood.

“I’m going, I finally got rid of that witch.”

Mark looked back and saw that Ren Han had not chased him. This was
a long sigh of relief.

At this time, Mark took out his mobile phone and checked the time. It
was just six o’clock and it was still too late.

So Mark stopped delaying and rushed to The Twinfill.



The Twinfill.

In order to welcome the dinner tonight, The Twinfill stopped picking up
guests at five o’clock in the afternoon, clearing the venue for Mr. Chu’s
arrival.

At 6:30 in the afternoon, a luxury car drove up and slowly stopped at the
entrance of The Twinfill.

The door opened and Jerom Sun got off the car.

Tonight’s Jerom Sun, a straight suit, Italian brand, tailor-made by hand,
this dress on Jerom Sun alone is more than the income of an ordinary
working family for a year.

But I have to say that Jerom Sun, in a formal suit, is standing here at this
moment, showing a noble atmosphere.

“Uncle Hai, is Helen still not answering the phone?” Jerom Sun didn’t
enter The Twinfill directly, but stopped outside, and then asked Han Hai
to the side.

Tonight, he will h

ave dinner with the most powerful man in Noirfork.

This will be the most glorious moment of his Jerom Sun’s first half of his
life.



Jerom Sun just wanted to spend this glorious moment with Helen Qiu.

Let Helen Qiu see his Jerom Sun’s glory with his own eyes.

However, to Jerom Sun’s disappointment, they had already made a
dozen calls to Helen Qiu, but Helen Qiu had not answered them.

Han Hai shook his head, “I still didn’t answer.”

“But Jerom, don’t worry, it’s probably Helen in a meeting. I’ll call another
one now.”

While speaking, Han Hai continued to call Helen Qiu.

“It’s done~ It’s done!” Han Hai was immediately excited, and then quickly
said: “Helen, are you off work?” “You come here now and come to The
Twinfill.”

“Wu Hao is waiting for you at the door? “
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Chapter 511 I’m Exactly, Mr. Chu!

“Helen, this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity~” “Come here, and the
dinner will begin at seven o’clock. Is Jerom still waiting for you?” Han Hai
couldn’t help but persuade on the phone.

However, Helen Qiu finally found an excuse to decline.

Now she is not in the mood to do anything, even going to work is a look
of despair.

How could she go to the dinner with Jerom Sun?

What if it is Mr. Chu who is having dinner tonight?

No matter how dignified Mr. Chu is, it has nothing to do with him after all.

What’s the use after going?

It’s just looking at the glory of others.

“Uncle Hai, how is it? Did Helen agree?” Jerom Sun asked immediately
when he saw Han Hai hung up in front of The Twinfill.

Han Hai sighed, but shook his head in embarrassment.



When Jerom Sun saw this, the joy in his eyebrows dimmed suddenly:
“It’s because of that hillbilly?” “Because of divorce with that country dick,
Helen will be unhappy. I am not interested in coming to participate?” “No.
Why? Jerom, don’t think about it, it’s too late for Helen to be happy to get
rid of that wastefulness?” Han Hai immediately replied.

Jerom Sun shook his head: “Uncle Hai, you don’t need to comfort me. I
can see what happened these days. It’s not that Helen has no feelings
for that hillbilly.”

“Even, Helen really does and likes it. F*ck him.”

“No, Jerom. You think too much, that guy is just a waste, no matter how
stupid Helen is, she won’t like him?” Han Hai explained quickly, he was
afraid of Jerom Sun The niece and son-in-law ran away again.

After all, the future of their daughters and the future of their Han family
all count on Jerom Sun, his niece.

If this marriage has gone bad, wouldn’t Han Hai have been in vain after
such a long effort?

He certainly can’t see this happen.

However, how Ren Hanhai explained, Jerom Sun still shook his head:
“Uncle Hai, you don’t have to say any more, I know many things. But I
really like Helen, I won’t give up.”



“I just can’t figure it out, Ye Where is a country dick, is he better than me
than me, so Helen is so devoted to him?” “Is Jerom Sun really not as
good as a countryman?” Jerom Sun clenched his palm tightly. At that
moment, the eyebrows were a little red, and the fingertips were almost
sinking into flesh and blood.

“Brother Jerom, don’t be presumptuous. That hillbilly doesn’t even have
the qualifications to compare with you. My sister Qiu is just bewildered
and confused for a while.”

Alina also persuaded.

After a long silence, Jerom Sun quickly calmed down.

“Well, don’t worry, I have enough patience to wait. Sooner or later, Helen
will naturally understand that my Jerom Sun is much better than that
hillbilly!” “I believe it will not take long for my Jerom Sun’s charm Under
the circumstances, Helen will naturally change her mind.”

Jerom Sun’s words were firm, her eyes looked far away, shining with
confidence.

However, just as the three of them were about to enter The Twinfill, there
was a light laughter behind them.

“Is it early?” “Huh?” Hearing this familiar voice, the three of Jerom Sun
were stunned.



Afterwards, as if thinking of something, the Han Hai trio immediately
turned around and looked back.

“Damn!” “Mark, it’s you as expected.”

“You bastard, are you really lingering?” “My sister Qiu is going to divorce
you, and you are still entangled in her face?” “I’m finally I understand
why Sister Qiu can’t come, so she is hiding from you.”
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Seeing Mark, Han Hai and the three were almost crazy.

Alina even shouted angrily without holding back.

Listening to her words, it seemed that Mark was following along to find
Helen Qiu.

Mark naturally understood the meaning of their words, and immediately
replied: “I’m afraid you are misunderstanding.”



“I came here today not to pester anyone, but to eat here.”

“Eating? Just you. “Alina laughed at the time, just like he heard the
funniest joke in the world, “Look at your poor and sour, but you still come
here to eat. Can you afford to eat? The last time I came here, I still
touched me. Brother Jerom’s light.”

“Also, you can’t make up nonsense. My brother Jerom and Mr. Chu are
having dinner here. The whole The Twinfill is cleared. Even if you have
money, you can’t buy a place. What’s more, you are a poor man with no
money?” “Why, do you still have to tell us that you are the one Mr. Chu
who wants to have dinner with my brother Jerom?” Alina sneered,
looking like an idiot. Generally looking at Mark.

Mark was not angry, but smiled: “You are right, I am exactly what you
say, Mr. Chu.”

Let me get rid of Nima!

“Are you a shameless pen?” “Just you return Mr. Chu, if you are Mr. Chu,
I am Mr. Chu’s F*cking.”

“Don’t look in the mirror to see what virtues you are?” “No money, no
power, no ability, no talk, I’ve been pretending to be obscene all day.
Nonsense and nonsense!” “My sister Qiu is really blind, she will marry
you?” Mark’s words undoubtedly angered Alina and others.

After all, anyone who was bluffed by Mark as an idiot would be angry.



“It’s just an idiot!” Jerom Sun didn’t bother to talk to Mark, gave him a
cold look, turned and left.

However, at this time, Han Hai, who had been silent beside him, shouted
Mark: “Mark, come here and I will talk to you.”

The Twinfill, located in Trivan Lakeside.

Not only the geographical position is superior, but the environment is
also extremely beautiful.

At this moment, Mark and Han Hai stood quietly beside Trivan Lake.

The breeze rustled three thousand fallen leaves.

After a long silence, Han Hai finally spoke.

He looked at Mark and said coldly: “Let’s talk, how much do you want?”

Mark was slightly puzzled: “Uncle, how much does it cost, I don’t
understand?” Han Hai sneered, “Now, Helen is not here, so you don’t
have to continue to pretend it.”

“You know that you are not with Helen. Appropriate, it’s worth noting
0e578b73 to go to Helen, but I’ve been pestering Helen without letting
go. Isn’t it just money?” “Let’s say, how much money you want, will you
leave Helen, and you won’t bother her anymore in this life. Life?” Han
Hai said coldly, his tone full of disdain and disgust.



Mark’s expression immediately sank, and he frowned, “So you think so.
You think that Mark, like you, is the picture of “money”?” Han Hai no
longer wants to pay attention to Mark’s false words. , Without any
nonsense, directly offer the price: “One hundred thousand, I’ll give you
one hundred thousand, how about leaving Helen?” Mark shook his head,
smiled immediately, and asked coldly: “Uncle, are you humiliating me or
are you Insult Helen?” “Two hundred thousand!” Han Hai continued.

Mark was still smiling, but that smile was full of sarcasm.

“Three hundred thousand!” Mark remained indifferent.

“Five hundred thousand!” Han Hai’s voice suddenly became louder.

Hearing this, Mark no longer wanted to talk.

There is no need to talk anymore.

In their eyes, it is estimated that there is only interest.

Mark shook his head disappointedly, turned around and left.

“Seven hundred thousand!” ….. “800 thousand!” Upon seeing this, Han
Hai continued to increase the price in no rush.


